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  Abstract: Cyclone event are assessed with reference to a variety of ocean and atmospheric data of which satellite 

altimeter find its unique significance due to its ability to look at the ocean surface through thick clouds with high along 

track resolution. One of the tropical cyclone ‘Mahasen’ that passed over the Bayof Bengal is studied with SARAL AltiKa 

geophysical products The ocean response of the cyclone is seen in the along track data on the surface wind speed (SWS), 

significant wave height(SWH) and sea surface height anomaly(SSHA) from the Ka band altimeter along with two band 

radiometer providing Liquid Cloud Water and related products. The along track products are also compared with similar 

data on the same track in the same area of a previous pass. The results also compared with Jason-2 observations of a 

nearby contemporary pass. Along track waveform data in high resolution has also shown the impacts of cyclone indicating 

a scope to improve the resolution of geophysical data products. The analysis of altimeter products are able to explain on the 

weakening of cyclone ’Mahasen’ on its landfall at the northern Bay.  

 

   Index Terms - Tropical cyclone, SARAL AltiKa, Sea Surface Height Anomaly, Significant Wave Height, Surface 

Wind Speed.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Tropical cyclones are well known for their destructive impact on the coastal habitat. Mahasen, the pre-monsoon 

tropical cyclone developed in the Bay of Bengal and passed the coastline around Chittagong, Bangladesh during 

noon hours of May 16, 2013 [1]. The cyclones are tracked at National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC) with 

reference to INSAT-2D/Kalpana data and from other contemporary satellites providing ocean atmospheric 

information to alert Disaster Monitoring groups in the institute and elsewhere (Figure-1). The cyclone tracks are 

predicted to locate the event using in house tracking models. Drifting buoys data on hydrographic and surface 

meteorological observations at the sea are studied to support the observations. Oceansat-2 Sctetrometer winds are 

used in the analysis. Recently, SARAL AltiKa launched form Indian Space Research Organization is launched in 

25 February 2013 to study ocean and atmospheric processes. This has given an opportunity to study the response of 

ocean surface towards the cyclonic event developed in May 2013. The work has examined the geophysical 

products like, Sea Surface Height Anomaly (SSHA), Significant Wave Height (SWH) and Surface Wind Speed 

(SWS) from Ka band altimeter, SARAL AltiKa along with the contemporary Ku band altimeter, Jason-2. Use of 

altimeter data in the study of low pressure events has already been demonstrated earlier [2]-[4]. Qilfen et al. in 2006 

and Carrère, and his group in 2009 have reported their observations with reference to tropical cyclone Isabel using 

Jason-1 observations. The present study is made using SARAL AltiKa geophysical data products in the Bay of 

Bengal during the cyclonic event ‘Mahasen’. The altimeter in Ka band launched for the first time by the Indian 

Space Research Organization (ISRO) to focus on the coastal waters. This has provided a scope to explore 

advantage in the study of tropical cyclones over the contemporary satellite altimeter, like Jason-2 which operates in 

Ku and C band of active microwave range. Satellite with visible and thermal sensors onboard INSAT/Kalpana-1 in 

geostationary platforms and Oceansat-2 with Ocean and scatterometer in polar orbiting mode and similar satellite 

sensors over the space are monitoring such events at regular intervals. However, they are limited in their 

accessibility to ground observations under thick clouds of tropical cyclone due to difficulty in penetration of visible 

and thermal signals. While, the wind products available from active microwave sensing with sacttereometer has 

made difficult to resolve the ocean feature in high resolution. In this respect, altimeters provide an advantage to 

resolve ground features in high spatial resolution along the track (approximately 6-7 Km in 1 Hz data and 200-300 

m with 40 Hz data). In spite of low repeativity (i.e. 10 days for Jason-2 and 35 days for SARAL AltiKa), the 

altimeter data is expected to provide useful information in the near real-time analysis of cyclonic event. Hence the 

present study explores the SARAL AltiKa geophysical products on the scope of their utility in comparison to 

observations of the previous pass on the same track and quality with reference to Jason-2 products of similar type.    
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Fig 1. The Indian meteorological satellite ‘Kalpana’ infra red view of Mahasen and cyclone track predicted as on 16 

May 2013. 

II. DATA AND METHODS 

SARAL, the Satellite with Argo and Ka band altimeter launched from India. This provides the geophysical 

products, SWH, SSHA and SWS derived from satellite range and amplitude of the earth’s surface under the 

satellite track with the active microwave sensor in Ka band (35.75 GHz).  The data products are available in 

operational, interim and fully calibrated mode as, OGDR, IGDR and GDR (where GDR represent Geophysical 

Data Record and ‘O’ stands for Operational available within 3 to 4 hours of satellite pass, ‘I’ for iterim data in 3 to 

4 days with an improved quality and final GDR product after calibration and validation after 40 days). The SARAL 

data products are given to users from NRSC, Hyderabad along with the Space Application Centre (SAC), 

Ahmadabad, the CNES (Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales), France and National Ocean and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA), USA. The data in 1002 paths over 35 days for each cycle are regularly recorded and 

archived at NRSC. These are used for the present study of cyclonic event. The paths are separated by about 80 

Kilometers at the equator make difficult to get enough observation for spatial mapping. However, along track 

observation has facilitated to study the events in real time. A few of the tracks passing close by to the cyclonic event 

‘Mahasen’ is used in the present study. The data on path 810 gave an opportunity to study the response of the 

geophysical products to an extreme event like the cyclonic disturbance on 16 May 2013. The observations are 

comparing with the previous pass of path 810 on April 11, 2013 to provide relative information in absence of full 

calibration. While Janson-2, a Ku-band altimeter that established for their utility has passed on path 53 on 14 May 

2013 and remained to the west of SARAL path 810 about 200 Kilometer away (Figure 2). This data also used to 

compare the observations. The paths 14 and 90 of Jason-2 have passed on 12 and 15 May 2013, respectively also 

used in the study. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. SARAL Geophysical Products 

Satellite altimeter provides high spatial resolution of earth’s surface along its track. The sea level variation is 

primarily studied with its geophysical products. The SSHA is derived from range estimation of altimeter. They 

carry signatures of the ocean dynamics, hence expected to record changes in the sea surface on passing the cyclonic 

event. While, SWH and SWS derived from slope and intensity of the altimeter echo.  They also record the signature 

of the passing cyclone. Along track data available in 1 Hz mode (~6 Km), has also provide high resolution along 

track waveform data in 40 Hz mode in 128 gates of  IGDR and GDR sensor database of SARAL. This also provide 

an opportunity to look at the cyclonic events in high spatial resolution of the along track data to explore for 

additional information.   
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Fig 2 show the track of cyclone ‘Mahasen’ along with the segments of  SARAL AltiKa and Jason-2 around 16 May 2013 

(on left, inset: Infra red band of INSAT showing a view of cyclone on its landfall along the coast line of Bangaladesh). 

On its right shows atmospheric pressure (mb) and Sea Surface Temperature (oC) profiles during the month of April and 

May 2013 with reference to a drifting buoy 23598 in the northern Bay of Bengal. 

 

The ocean surface winds are resolved in 50 Km resolutions with scatterometer and radiometers so far. A recent 

effort has brought 25 Km and 12.5 Km winds from satellite scatterometers. However, the altimeter observations on 

surface wind, wave and SSHA remained highest along the track of satellite. Thus, altimeter along track high 

resolution data is expected to understand the cyclonic events better, which otherwise would have been difficult to 

access data without field campaign. The field campaigns are difficult to execute and bear a high cost and risk to life. 

While, air borne sensors and automated sensors provide a better view of the event, which had limited success with 

high cost. However, satellite altimeters like SARAL AltiKa provide an opportunity to study the cyclonic event with 

low cost.  Hence the present study of the cyclonic event ‘Mahasen’ in the Bay of Bengal is explored with SARAL 

AltiKa data.  

 

SARAL altimeter, the pulse limited sensor transmits Ka band active microwave signal (35.75 GHz). The satellite is 

at an inclination of 98.538 degree to equator at an altitude of 981 Km. This lead to 14 paths in ascending and equal 

number in descending mode, which in turn provides sun synchronous data with equatorial crossing time of 1800 

Hrs. The Ka band sensor deployed first time in the history of altimeter operates to accommodate low ionosphere 

interference to achieve precise and accurate estimations of sea level. Due to interference of rainfall in Ka band, 

altimeter signals loose about 10 percent of tropical area difficult to extract at any point of time. In SARAL AltiKa 

two band radiometers are used to collect brightness temperature estimations to improve water vapor corrections. 

The eight millimeter wave of SARAL AltiKa define sea surface better than those of Ku band signal. High 

frequency (4 kHz) and larger band width (500 MHz) help to define the signal of the echo better focused and high 

rate of independent observations per second. This provides a better signal of higher resolution than Ku band of 

Jason-1 and 2. The principle behind the geophysical estimations depend on accurate tracking of returned echoes 

and its leading edge slope and amplitude, which are linked to geophysical parameters at the sea as SSHA, SWH, 

and SSW, respectively. The products are corrected for the signal interferences made due to ionosphere, 

intermediate atmosphere and ocean surface variations like, waves, earth and pole tide, barometric pressure, sea 

surface bias, and water vapor
 
[5].  

 

B. Sea Surface Height Anomaly (SSHA) 

SSHA is estimated subtracting mean sea surface from sea surface height, while sea surface height is obtained 

subtracting range information from satellite altitude. These help to study the ocean dynamic through assessment of 

the geostrophic current. This explains the mass movement with change in flux of surface energy. Since, the 

cyclonic events displace surface water across the basin and the SSHA estimated in the area carry signatures of their 

variation. The SARAL AltiKa SSHA is estimated as follows, 
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SSHA (10
-3

 m) = Altitude –range –gim ionosphere correction – model dry troposphereic correction – model wet 

troposphere correction – Sea state bias correction – solid earth tide – geocentric ocean tide height solution 1 – 

geocentric pole tide – inverted barotropic height correction – high frequency fluctuations –mean sea surface; 

 

where, altitude of the satellite is measured with reference to the earth’s ellipsoid accurately by tracking the satellite 

with onboard laser sensing instrument as Doris, the ground based beacon keep the satellite on its track. This uses 

Dopplar shift of transmitted active microwave signal to estimate velocity of satellite with the help of onboard 

software as Diode. Besides, LRA, an array of mirrors those help to locate the satellite on its track. This lead to fix 

the position of satellite with reference to the earth’s center that provides latitude, longitude and altitude. Range 

estimations made by tracking the echo of active microwave signal transmitted to the earth’s surface are called 

waveform analysis. Difference of altitude from range of satellite height on the ocean surface provides information 

on Sea Surface Height (SSH). The SSH estimations are often corrupted with noise resulting from microwave 

interaction with sensor signals with stability of instrument, atmosphere through which it passes and at the earths 

surface, where the signal interacts. Hence, the sea surface elevations are corrected with reference to ionosphere, 

wet and dry atmosphere, sea surface bias and local tide. While the circulations are estimated with reference to 

geoid, the geopotential surface of the earths’ surface. The SSHA or SLA is estimated with reference to mean sea 

surface to understand changes in sea surface level elevation. Besides SLA, altimeter data also provide information 

on SWH and SWS from slope and amplitude of microwave signal of the echo represented as the waveforms. 

SARAL AltiKa generate similar geophysical products as those of Jason-1/2 and Radar Altimeter onboard Envisat. 

However, SARAL using Ka band microwave sensor is transparent to ionosphere but gets highly distorted due to 

rainfall. Thus, the satellite hosts two band radiometer to help detecting and masking rainfall signals with improved 

accuracy on the data. Hence the present study of the geophysical products on path 810 of SARAL AltiKa and path 

53 of Jason-2 in the coastal waters of the Bay of Bengal represents the sea state signatures on the wake of the 

Mahasen cyclonic event.  

 

SSHA on 14 May 2013 on path 53 of Jason-2 has elevated to about 20-25 cm above the sea level; while sea level 

of 10 to 15 cm remained on path 810 of SARAL AltiKa is found below the mean surface. This indicates existence 

of reversal in flow along the coast (Figure-3). The positive anomalies indicated convergence, while the negative 

anomalies indicated divergence in the coastal water. The divergence being associated with coastal upwelling and 

presence of cold water at the head of the Bay has suppressed flux of moisture that energized the cyclonic event. 

Thus, the early dissipation of the cyclone Mahasen was explained. The low level of surface water has restricted 

surging of water that limited the coastal inundation. 

 
Fig-3: The SSHA of SARAL AltiKa on 16 May 2013 and 11 April 2013 and Jason-2 altimeter on 14 May 2013 along 

path 53 is shown in the coastal segment of the Chittagong, Bangladesh. 

 

C. Significant Wave Height (SWH) 

SWH is estimated based on the slope of altimeter echo. Wave heights are estimated about 2.84 meters on 16 May 

2013 and 1.15 meter on 11 April 2013 along 810 path of SARAL AltiKa between 17 to 21
o
N. Whereas Jason-2 

estimated SWH around 1.6 to 1.7 meters with a few peaks of about 5 and 3 meter height in the same latitudes 

(Figure-4). The SWH represent the slope of leading edge of the altimeter echo, which indicate the state of sea 

surface roughness. Since, the cyclone is associated with two to three bands of wind intensity, the roughness factor 
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too varied with typical peaks along the track. This is well reflected in Jason-2 data than SARAL. The high 

resolution SARAL data has also carried similar signatures, but without much amplification. They are difficult to 

detect in the along track data.  

 
Fig-4: The SWH fields of SARAL AltiKa on 16 May and 11 April of 2013 and 14 May 2013 for Jason-2 on 53 paths in 

the coastal waters of Chittagong. 

 

D. Surface Wind Speed (SWS) 

SWS, the AltiKa wind is estimated from intensity of the echo represented as sigma naught. On 16 May 2013, 

SARAL winds remained high in the northern Bay around 10.42 m/s at around 19
o
N with a steep rise on the southern 

front than those of northern front (Figure-5). This was typical observation of AltiKa wind for the cyclone affected 

segment. A bimodal trend is observed with relatively high wind on the northern segment than south. Outside the 

effected area, the wind has remained around 6 to 7 meters. Low winds observed on the continental shelf and varied 

in the range from 5 to 9 m/s, while on the south the wind has remained around 7 m/s. On 11 April 2013, the wind has 

remained around 4 m/s for the same area. On 14 May 2013, the Jason-2 altimeter wind speed is seen around 7 to 8 

m/s with a peak wind of 16.7 meters in the cyclone affected area. The typical pattern of change in wind has shown 

within 18-20
o
N with a central low. The estimated maximum sustained wind speed is reported as high as 45 knots 

corresponding to drop in pressure to a level of 990 hPa
 
[1]. 

 

 
Fig-5: Altimeter along track wind fields on 16 May and 11 April of 2013 and 14 May 2013 for Jason-2 on path 53 in the 

coastal waters of Chittagong. 

 

E. Sea Surface Roughness (Sigma_0) 

Sigma_0 varied in the range of 10 to 20 dB over the ocean areas. This represents the backscatter as the intensity of 

altimeter echo. They indicate the level of surface roughness, which help to estimate wind speed from the altimeter 

data. During the low pressure event, sea surface roughness changes with surface wind stress. Altimeter along track 
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sigma-0 observations across low pressure events carries signatures of typical distribution pattern of lows and highs 

of the wind stress. Since, the cyclonic events involve anti-clockwise rotating wind around low pressure area in the 

northern hemisphere; their influence can be traced in the SARAL along track data on sigma_0 values (Figure-6). 

 
 

Fig -6: Sigma_0 values of SARAL path 810 in the northern Bay on 16 May 2013 and 11 April 2013, and Jason-2 path 53 

on 14 May 2013 in coastal segment of northern Bay. 

 

F. Sea State Bias (SSB) 

SSB is inherent to surface wave structure that modulates the radar return shifting better return from the tough areas 

than those of crests, thus introduce a bias in height estimation. This is often reported as electromagnetic bias. The 

altimeter signal further, skewed return of the echo is corrected with onboard algorithms, which is referred as tracker 

bias. Hence the tracker bias, skewness bias, and EM bias together makes the sea state bias. The SSB computed 

through look up tables based on SWH and SSW and for SARAL AltiKa, the values remain around 3.5% of the 

SWH. In response in the low pressure event, Jason-2 fluctuated with higher amplitude of about 2 cm on 14 May 

2013 than SARAL data on 16 May 2013 (Figure 7). These resemble with those of SWH features observed in the 

along track altimeter data. 

 
Fig-7: Sea State Bias (SSB) correction with reference to SARAL path 810 in the northern Bay on 16 May 2013 and 11 

April 2013, and Jason-2 path 53 on 14 May 2013. 

 

G. Wet troposphere correction (WTC) 

Besides, two band radiometers in 23.8 and 37 GHz and their products used in the correction of altimeter range also 

provide a scope to examine for signature of the cyclonic event. The WTC algorithm is developed on water vapor 

concentration based on brightness temperature of the radiometers. The correction is made for wet troposphere in 

the low pressure area has around 15 to 17 cm on 11 April 2013. The WTC correction factor has increased on 14 and 

16 May 2013 for about 40-45 cm (Figure-8). Since the cyclonic events are known for their strong association with 

water vapor, their signatures are reflected in the correction term. The typical distribution of lows and highs along 

track is seen around 18.6 and 19.2
o
N in the cyclone affected segment of the SARAL data. These reflect the water 
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vapor content in response to the cyclonic event. In the case of SARAL, water vapor is estimated on 11 April 2013 

as  ~10-20 Kg/m
2
; and increased between 41 and 76 Kg/m

2 
on 16 may 2014. The high magnitudes are observed the 

affected segment of the cyclonic event. Jason-2 water vapor has remained in the range of 58.7 to 75.6 Kg/m2.  

 
Fig-8: Wet Troposphere Correction (WTC) with reference to  SARAL path 810 in the northern Bay on 16 May 2013 

and 11 April 2013, and Jason-2 path 53 on 14 May 2013. 

 

H. Cloud Liquid Water (CLW) 

Besides, AltiKa with Ka band is sensitive to rainfall than Ku, thus used to flag rain affected area. Waveform 

modification due to Ka band signal attenuation helps to map the rainfall areas and masking of geophysical 

products. AltiKa not alone provides rain cells in the database, but also on trailing clouds through Matching Pursuit 

algorithm. With reference to observations made for the SARAL and Jason-2, the farmer carried signal of rainfall 

event better, which can be used in the study of the cyclonic event (Figure-9).  

 

 
Fig-9: Liquid Cloud Water with reference to SARAL path 810 in the northern Bay on 16 May 2013 and 11 April 2013, 

and Jason-2 path 53 on 14 May 2013. 

 

I. High Resolution Altimeter Waveforms 

Besides, the OGDR products of the altimeter are made available in near real-time; IGDR products are released in 

two to three days with high resolution waveform for individual echo strength records. They are available in 40 Hz 

mode for SARAL AltiKa, while Jason-2 Carries 20 Hz observations. They carry high information in high spatial 

resolution along the track, even though the geophysical products available in 1 Hz mode (Figure 10). SWH is 

available in 40 Hz mode, which SSHA and SWS are available in 1 Hz mode. To study the cyclonic event, the 

altimeter waveforms need further analysis. 
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Fig 12: The coastal segment of SARAL waveform data in 1 Hz (left), 40 Hz (centre) and geophysical observations of 

SSHA, SWH, SWS and Bathymetry along path 810 in the northern bay of Bengal on 16 May 2013. 

IV. DATA AND METHODS 

Discussion and conclusion 

The cyclone signatures are resolved in the geophysical products of SARAL AltiKa. With reference to its own 

observation of a previous day for the same area, the response observed in the cyclone affected area. While, the 

signatures are found distinct and able to resolve banding patterns of tropical cyclone in the wind, sigma_0 and 

cloud liquid water products. Prior to the event developed in the southern Bay of Bengal, the central Bay has 

remained warm at about 31
o
C, while the cold waters are observed to the south of Srilanka and in the northern Bay 

around 29
o
C (Figure 10). This influenced the cyclone to move northward and changed its intensity. On reaching the 

northern Bay of Bengal, the cyclone lost its intensity encountering cold coastal waters at the head of the Bay. Two 

degree drop in temperature result to 6 mb rise in atmospheric pressure. This is observed from the drifting buoy 

observation in the northern Bay (Figure 11). The cold water has resulted from coastal upwelling as seen from the 

SSHA data.  

 

 
Fig 10: TMI SST fields of the Bay of Bengal from 9 to 23 May 2013. 

The cold waters have reduced the supply of moisture to the cyclone, thus the system become weak and got diffused 

early after landfall. Further low tide condition prevailed along the coast at the time of landfall has reduced the 

intensity further. The low tide condition allowed the cyclone to crash land along the coast. This has raised the 
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fiction along the coast. This has been reflected in SSHA and variations in related parameters. The wind and wave 

fields of the area as seen with the SARAL AltiKa along track data have shown higher levels of its amplitude. The 

two band radiometer onboard the satellite used to correct the wet troposphere and mask rain affected areas has also 

exhibited the signatures of the cyclonic event. The high resolution data in 1Hz along the track and further details in 

the waveform database in 40 Hz mode is also seen carrying a wealth of information on the cyclonic event (Figure 

12) which needs further investigation. 
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